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The impact of fuel substitution as a demand side resource is as of
Portland General Electric's (PGE) current least cost planning process 0 PGE is an aU electric
serving approximately 600,000 customers in northwestern Oregon. This paper evaluates the economics of
fuel substitution of electric space and water heat loads from the and rate payers
points of view. Using long term marginal cost assumptions, space and water heat conversion programs
from electric to gas were found to be cost effective over a wide range of Electric
marginal costs and average load impacts were found to be key sensitivities in the of fuel
substitution programs.. However, many economic and business issues need to be addressed the electric
utility .. Unlike standard energy efficiency programs, a fuel substitution program does not allow the
electric utility to retain the customer's end use need. The business and customer service of
removing an end use are beyond the scope of this paper but remain an important consideration from the
electric utility's point of view. Since the short term on electric customers is PGE is also
exploring dual-fuel technologies as an alternative to space and water heat loads
with fuel substitution programs..

Introduction

In 1991, the staff of the
(OnGE) and the a on fuel
~wltcihlnliJ' which included recommendations a
sponsoring to demonstrate the
reasonableness of fuel programs

and OPUC the OPUC
the staff recommendations and

"reasonable fuel program by any
- natural gas or electric - which demonstrate that

such programs are in the energy
and are cost-effective to customers of both

affected utilities U
0 I

program

This research was conducted at POE to better understand
the economics associated with fuel-substitution from the

.....u.& 'I..II....,Jl,JJ~Io4..11.'l.., and customers of the electric and gas
utilities An of this
analysis is to determine the sensitivities involved in
the economic analysis of a fuel-substitution program.
Another important is to make recommendations
based on the results of the to formulate

to address fuel substitution and

Electric space and water heat have been the
energy efforts electric utilities.

in energy and demand make these end
uses natural areas to focus utility programs.

this focus has taken a new twist Instead of
a household's consumption of for

space and water heating, electric utilities are now
COIlsuJenLD2 and asked our regulators to consider
ehlffiulatJlfi2 that load when in the societal interesto

Fuel as a demand side resource, is
increasingly viewed as a viable In
Utl.Ut)r-lijlte.i~ra'[oo resource This paper Dn~selnts

the used an electric in the Pacific
Northwest to understand the economics of fuel substitution
in residential space and water markets 0

Portland General Electric an electric
011"UI'''''ll''AV'il'l1''llr''lldJIt~l" ~-r'U~'L".I'>J' residential customers in northwest
'-J.Il,.... .tt;;.VJu. Because of low rates, about 50% of
these customers have electric space heat and 75 % have
electric water heat PGE filed its first least-cost with
the Public Commission (OPUC) in 1990.
As of its current least-cost planning process, PGE pis
considering several demand-side options to meet future
energy needs, fuel substitution in electric space
and water heat markets.
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Approach

Method

Since the chief objective of this work is to determine cost
effectiveness of fuel substitution a standard economic
analysis approach has been used .. There are four basic
steps:

@ Define analysis method

Determine base input assumptions

Conduct sensitivity analysis to determine important
variables

Report fmdings and implications

The economic model used to calculate program benefits
and costs by various perspectives is well documented
(California 1987, EPRI 1991) .. A standard analysis model
was used as a matter of conformity, but more importantly
because it provides a conventional way to defme the
various economic perspectives.. Table 1 lists the types of
.... .!lUI.41~"""'lQ,o.JO that result from fuel substitution and how these
............I~~..... llloou accrue to the various economic perspectives.. A
M + M indicates the impact accrues as a benefit while the "_ ft

indicates a cost. When an impact has no effect on the
perspective, the cell in Table 1 has been left blank..

The electric and gas customers perspectives used in this
paper refer to the impact on general ratepayers for each
~tility.. This is sometimes referred to as the ratepayer
Impact test, or the non-participant test Since there are no
tax incentives or externalities considered in the analysis
and all perspectives use the same discount rate, the
societal perspective is equivalent to the total resource cost
(TRC) perspective except for utility taxes paid.. The TRC
perspective includes as a cost, Federal and State taxes
paid by the utilities whereas these costs are a transfer
payment from the societal perspective..

Data Sources

The range of likely load impacts for space and water
heating were derived from several sources.. Analysis of
PGE's billing and market research data provides typical
end-use consumption data.. Bonneville Power Administra
tion's End-Use Load and Consumer Assessment Program
(ELCAP), now caUed the Regional End-Use Metering
Project (REMP), served as the basis for the load shape
information used to allocate electrical consumption
between on- and off-peak and seasonal periods and to
drive the demand impact BPA's REMP data was also an
important source for end-use consumption levels.. A
Washington Water Power study completed in 1991 also
provided useful information on the costs and energy
impacts of fuel-switching programs (WWP 1991)..

The marginal cost for electricity was derived from POE's
long-run marginal cost study which describe the change in
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generation, transmission, and distribution expenses
associated with a incremental change in load. This study
also breaks out the on and off-peak costs of capacity and
energy by season .. In this way the impact on system costs
is allowed to reflect specific assumptions regarding load
characteristics. Marginal energy and demand costs were
allowed to vary by fOUf periods: on and off-peak for
winter and summer seasons. Uniquely defmed periods
with variable marginal costs are sometimes referred to as
costing periods. Costing periods allow the avoided cost
impacts of demand side programs to be more accurately
estimated..

The marginal cost of gas service was taken from the
Northwest Natural Gas Company's (NNG) 1991 least-cost
plan.. NNG is the local distribution company (LDC) within
PGE's service territory.

that gas service already resides in the house.. Approxi
mately 18 % of PGE's single family residential customers,
over 60,000 residences, have gas space beat with electric
water heat. In this case, the incremental cost is the
expense associated with additional piping and venting for
the new gas water heater and the remaining value of
equipment replaced before the end of its economic life.
(2) Space and water heat are both converted. In this case,
the additional expense includes both LDC costs to bring
gas into the house and customer costs for in house piping
and venting.. Since it is anticipated that most electric
equipment will be replaced near the end of its life,
incremental costs do not include the cost of the new space
and water heaters. Instead, an expense of $100 and $400
has been added (for water and space heat units, respec
tively) to the participant perspective to reflect the
remaining equiplnent life foregone ..

In this study, a special scenario was developed to consider
the additional cost of ducting a home that is converting
from zonal heating .. rThe costs of converting space
heat for customers with existing gas service was not
considered because of the low incidence of ..::IIo1&.:ll, ..... t1l""1 .....0U'l1

heated homes with gas service in POE's service territory ~

It is assumed in both conversion scenarios identified above
that the removed will be replaced with the level
of efficiency most prevalent in the market as reflected
standard practices within the region. Sensitivity analysis
reflects the variation around the resulting base
technology. This may not result in the most efficient
technology on the market as the basis for analysis. The
economic results discussed below are affected by the
assumption regarding base and replacement
For example, comparing an advanced. electric heat pump
with a conventional gas furnace would. yield different
results than comparing a conventional electric-resistance
furnace with a high-efficiency pulse-combustion gas
furnace.. These technologies are not addressed in this
paper.

The marginal gas and electric costs are reported as
30-year real leveIized value. These are calculated from
regulatory filings. Both of these forecasts assume similar
real annual escalation (2 % to 3 %) in the price of weU
head natural gas. Therefore, it is appropriate to consider
sensitivity analyses that vary the relative escalation of gas
and electric costs/prices .. Due to tighter supply constraints
for natural gas, current forecasts suggest that gas prices
will rise relative to electric prices in the next 5 to
10 years. 2 Since changing relative prices is considered to
be a likely scenario, these price changes need to be con-
sidered in the analysis~ adjusting the real of gas
rise in relation to electricity, the is able to

two types of conversions are considered.
'nn'UAll"'tln,Cil' only the water heater with the assumption

Several points need to be mentioned when considering
marginal utility costs. First of aU, these expenses are
based on long term system investments.. Some of these
investments will not need to be made for several more
years. In the case of generation capacity, for example,
PGE does not anticipate new plant until the last half of
this decade. In the case of transmission and distribution
(T&D) costs, there is some difference of opinion within
POE as to whether or not the company will actually be
able to forgo planned T&D investments as a result of
DSM programs. For these reasons, there is considered to
be more downside risk associated with electric utility
.ou>..IAJl,i1;.6- ja,6-...... _ ... costs than upside risks.

"'~--'~2"'J~-"'-" cost of supplying
natural gas. It has been out that little has been
done to establish a standard framework for calculating gas
Jll&JUl4,lll jiiio,lll..III.A"""'.III. costs and that the costs associated with serving

loads with gas is probably understated (Chamberlin
and For this reason there is n-rr\nl:lhh.T

1I11nj"'.>Jl,1I"'i'"Ql1nj''i.l around gas costs than there is
___~._ P"J---~- electric costs. Furthermore, there appear to be

risks than downside. These factors are
in the discussed in the next

Conversion costs include those expenses that are
incremental as a result of the fuel conversion decision.
This includes the cost required to bring gas service into
the house not already present) and the cost to install

water and space-conditioning equipment. In
house conversion expenses often involve additional duct
work for combustion gas venting and piping.
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consider the impact of changes in relative electric and gas
priceSR

While program design specifications are beyond the scope
of this paper, assumptions about program cost and free
riders are specific model inputs. Variable utility program
cost of $100 per conversion is charged to the electric
utility as a nominal expense, recognizing that the program
will have some costs associated with it. Of particular
importance to any fuel substitution program is the level of
program participation over and above the market induced
level of conversions.3 A high level of free riders could
result in a non cost-effective program.. The analysis was
conducted over a 30-year time frame to reflect the long
term nature of conversion decisions.

esults

For each parameter discussed above, each affected
variable was given a base value and assigned. a range
around the base. While subjective, ranges for the
parameters were defined to include 80 % of the probability
distribution around the mean. In other words, there
remains a 10% chance of a lower value than the low end
of the range and a 10% chance of a value than the

end of the range.. In this wayan analysis of the
sensitivity of the results to changes in one parameter while
the others are held at their base values can be determined
and compared across parameters. Parameters and variable
definitions used in the sensitivity analysis are shown in
Table 20

The values in Table 2 were used in the model to calculate
the net value (NPV) from each of the four
peI'SPt~tlves considered.. Table 3 shows the results of the

when aU values of the variables listed in Table 2
are set at their base values ..

In the case of water heaters, every
oel~sDlectlve is left better off as a result of substitution from
electric to gas equipment Reduced electric supply
expenses benefits to society over and above the
conversion costs and increased gas supply expenses. In the

run, revenues lost to the electric utility are more than
offset lower costs while the gas marginal
revenues are in excess of marginal costs.. Conversion
expenses the participant are recovered in year 6
reSUHln2: in an average NPV of $560 per participant.

The results for space and water heating conversions are
also shown in Table 3. Participant's have a simple
payback on investment of 6 years and an average NPV of

$3,100. The one significant difference between space and
water heat conversions and water heat only conversions is
that with the former the gas utility and it's customers are
worse offe This is due to the assumption that homes
making space and water heating conversions require the
added expense of running gas piping from a street location
to the house.. This expense is paid by the gas utility in this
analysis ..

Sensitivity

The results of sensitivity analysis for water heat only
conversions are summarized. in 1 for the society
and participant perspectives ..

The same information is summarized for space and water
heat conversions in Figure 2.

The NPV results shown in 1 and 2 were
derived by changing one parameter while the others are
held at their base values. 4 Since the variables were tested
over similar probability ranges, the sensitive parameters
can be determined by identifying parameters with a large
difference in NPV ~

As can be seen from the results shown in 1, the
results of water heat conversions are most sensitive to the
assumptions regarding load and electric utility marginal
costs.. The same is tnle for space and water heat conver
sions represented in Figure 20 Societal impacts are
moderately sensitive to relative price and cost escalations,
the incidence of free riders in the program, and measured
life assumptions. It should be pointed out that while net
present value at the societal level is positive for all ranges
of every key sensitivity, this could easily change if more
than one variable is allowed to change. For example, if
electric marginal costs were actually lower than assumed
and space and water load impacts were also lower on the
low end of the range, a program with relatively high
levels of free ridership would result in a non cost-effective
program from society's point of view..

The participant in a water-only conversion is significantly
affected by existing level of water heat consumption.
Hence many single resident homes may not benefit from
fuel switching. Using the base case analysis for the water
only conversion, the participant has an average payback in
the sixth year of conversion .. Space and water heat conver
sions are usually cost-effective for the participant..
Interestingly, this result is most sensitive to assumptions
regarding water load impacts and relative price and cost
escalation. In the base case, the participant has an average
payback of six years.
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From the of view of the electric utility ratepayers,
fuel substitution sometimes fails. This is due to the loss of
revenue from the sales to the reduced cost The

sensitivities causing a negative impact are the assump-
tions load and electric costs.

While not apparent in Figure 1 or Figure 2, an important
observation is that the NPV to PGE ratepayers is negative
at the low end of electric marginal costs for both water
heat and water and space heat conversions.. This means
that if the avoided costs of serving the converted load
were actually 30 percent lower than in the base case
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then the electric utility and its ratepayers would
be left worse off due to higher rates passed on to existing
customers to offset the net loss in revenues.

From the societal perspective, fuel substitution is almost
always cost-effective in the long run. Space and water
heat conversions are cost-effective over the entire range of
single-parameter variability in the analysis. In the short
term, however, marginal electric costs are roughly only a
third of long term marginal cost because generation,
transmission, and distribution capacities are currently
adequate. This implies that near term fuel substitution will
result in negative economic impacts to society and electric
utility customers.

The issue of variability of marginal cost of supplying
space and water heat loads is an important issue to
electrical utilities engaged in demand-side management
programs. There has been much discussion concerning the
actual realization of transmission and distribution savings
from demand-side management programs. This discussion
is no different in the case of fuel substitution. The
important question is, are actual transmission and dis
tribution investments able to be foregone due to the fuel
substitution program? Informal discussions at Portland
General Electric have resulted in differences in opinion as
to whether or not these types of system investments can
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ratepayers would be made better off by space and water
fuel substitution programs. In the case of water conversion
programs in homes with existing gas lines, the gas utility
and its ratepayers are left better off by conversion because
utility lines are already in place..

Unique to fuel substitution is the considerable transfer of
business to the LDCe Selling less of one's product in the
interest of societal good is not a natural free market
consequence. Many states, including Oregon, have
enacted regulatory changes that overcome the negative
consequence of lost revenue associated with implementing
energy efficiency programse Fuel substitution programs
will also require careful regulatory consideration to leave
aU ratepayers at least as weB offo

But selling less of one's product through energy efficiency
programs and selling less of one's product via fuel substi
tution create very different customer-supplier relationships
for the electric utilitYe The former preserves the customer

~('1hl~lhl be It is recognized, however, that an
determinant of whether or not these expenses

can be avoided is the concentration of the load impact
within a areae This is especially true if the
concentration occurs in areas experiencing rates of

This has for
aesl~lng a fuel substitution program that tar
areas within a gas or service
Since costs are found to be a highly
sensitive determinant of the economic benefit to the utility
and its ratepayers, it makes sense that any fuel substitution
program should focus its efforts on areas where transmis
sion and distribution benefits are most likely to occure

The gas are often negatively affected
a space and water heat fuel substitution program even

gas rates are higher than gas marginal supply
costSe This is true across almost all ranges of sensitivities
tested in the analysis. The main driver in this result is the
as~;unlpt:lon regarding the required investment by the gas

in lines from the street to the residence. If this
investment were not required, the gas and its
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errlCH~nc:y programs allow the utility
to the same level of end-use service at a lower
cost to the Fuel switching, on the other hand,
severs the cu~~to:mer-SUP1DH~~r 1I"'~:lblqt'~r'll:m1IC'h1In

..,.., .....,.... ...., .... ,......... favorable economics to support fuel substitution
programs, there is a bu.siness issue at stake that fails basic
pnnCllplt~S of consumer choice; the to win a
customers's the offer of a competitive
product Because of PGE is seeking
creative solutions to the of the societal
benefits of fuel without compromising the right
to customer service.. For example, we are examin-

dual-fuel that could be offered to
our customers as a with fixed and
variable to the product offer ~ This product
would not look like a standard kWh Since these
svsi:enls would be primarily gas-fueled, most if not aU the
societal benefits would be realized. The societal benefits

even be because of 1) load control oppor-
2) benefits of non-firm in the

and 3) real time to to
fluctuations in market gas and electric

regulation would indicate a modest negative impact on
existing gas customers is reasonable in the interest of
societal good. After existing gas customers are also
non-participant electric customers, and this group
generally sees a positive effect

In Oregon, gas and electric utilities are not regulated on a
consistent basis. Not only are long run incremental costs
calculated by two different methods, but also criteria for
no-loser tests are not the same. There is no policy in place
regarding inter equity transfers among customers.. It
would be prudent to resolve these issues, and others that
might arise, through public hearings before sanctioning
fuel substitution programs from any utility"

onclusions

The results of this analysis have demonstrated that electric
costs and average load impacts are

determinants in the economics of any fuel substitution
program.. Long term economics show favorable results
from fuel switching. However the short run incremental
cost to the is perhaps one-third of the run cost
At such a low avoided cost, the sensitivity shows
that the is npC:l'!af1i"P

further research and regulatory discussions in the near
term are indicated before launching into fuel switching
programs.

Because of:

1.. unresolved. regulatory issues,
2.. unresolved business issues,
3" short term effects, and
4.. for more favorable dual-fuel tec,I.1n()!O;fZle,s,

Endnotes

TIle issue of how to share fuel substitution program effort
and expenses, lost revenue, is a
re.2~u!a~tor concern. If it were a matter of incremental gas
sales gas would see a n'()~:l tnrp.

effect since than
cost. If new gas must be to serve the
load and if this cost exceeds about extension
costs are estimated to be around then the non-
paJ:tlclpants win see a rate increase~ Discussions around
the way to share costs and benefits among utilities
and custolllers and the way to structure .ilvl*;u..u.IB.'-.r. ....,JUI.

are to appear in the literature~

and ~re:ire]nbt~r2t~r

1~ OPUC "To Natural Gas & Electric Utilities
Regulated by the Public Utility Commission ff, October
1, 1991.

2. In the previously referenced Oregon study, for
example, natural gas rates are projected to rise one to
two percent per year faster than electric rates (ODOE
and OPUC 1991)"

3.. PGE and NNG records indicate that the historic rate
of water heater conversions over the last five years
has been around 3,000 per year ~ Space heater
conversions have been around 1,000 per year~

Should a fuel substitution program be
result has a societal

introduces a small on the
custolners7 The observations would
such a program, Because of high
insulation in ne\v new gas homes have less
connected load than old homes that would be switched to
gas $ In other words new gas customers have a

to customers than hn,nov1lnn up old
electric custonlers~ In electric the entire
D:re~ffi1£)e of demand-side rests on the test
of sitive societal This holds despite the

result of on electric
customers~ Consistent in both electric and gas
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4. The results of the analysis are
listed in Table 4 at the end of this paper. The high
and low values of NPV are listed along with the
difference between the two extremes for each of the
four considered.
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